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ACCOUNTING

NEWS
WHAT’S NEW FOR YOUR 31
DECEMBER 2017 FINANCIAL
REPORTS?
The good news is that there are only minor changes to accounting standards that could
impact 31 December 2017 financial statements and unless you are preparing financial
statements for an APRA regulated superannuation fund or a significant global entity, these
are unlikely to have a material impact on measurement and disclosures in your December
2017 financial reports.
This article summarises the main changes. More information is available in our Financial
Reporting Update document (refer Table A).
SIGNIFICANT GLOBAL ENTITIES
Australian entities part of a ‘significant global entity’, i.e. where worldwide revenue is A$1
billion or more, will for the first time lodge general purpose financial statements (GPFS)
with the Australian Tax Office. You will only be impacted by these changes if you currently
do not lodge GPFS with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) to
meet your Corporations Act reporting requirements. Entities most affected by these new
requirements because they currently may not be preparing GPFS are:
XX Small foreign controlled proprietary companies not reporting to ASIC because they apply
the relief available in ASIC Legislative Instrument 2017/204
XX ‘Grandfathered’ large proprietary companies preparing, but not lodging financial reports
with ASIC (these are usually special purpose)
XX Entities lodging special purpose financial statements with ASIC
XX Corporate limited partnerships and trusts which currently have no financial reporting
responsibilities.
The GPFS, which can apply the reduced disclosures (RDR), will need to be lodged with the
ATO with the annual tax return, and it is recommended that they be audited.
The general principle is that these GPFS be prepared applying Australian Accounting
Standards, and including a consolidation for the Australian group. There are only very
limited circumstances whereby other commercially accepted accounting principles can be
applied (e.g. IFRS compliant or US GAAP) and therefore the overseas parent consolidation
lodged instead of the Australian group.
The ATO has issued guidance on who must lodge a GPFS, how it is to be prepared, what
needs to be lodged, as well as some worked examples.
Please also refer to our October and December Accounting News articles for more information.
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In this edition, we highlight the top ten
new issues to consider when preparing your
December 2017 financial statements and
summarise the areas ASIC will focus on when
conducting their financial reporting surveillance
on financial reports of listed and unlisted entities
at 31 December 2017.
1 January 2018 is just around the corner and
we remind you that this is the transition date
for the new revenue standard, AASB 15 and the
new financial instrument standard, AASB 9.
Together with the new leases standard, AASB 16
which applies from 1 January 2019, this ‘triple
threat’ could require various system changes to
generate financial information suitable to apply
these new standards.
We also highlight some transitional relief for
certain significant global entities having to
submit general purpose financial statements
to the ATO for 30 June 2017 financial years,
as well as ACT incorporated associations
having to comply with the financial reporting
requirements of the ACNC Act for their 20162017 reporting periods.
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REDUCTION IN TAX RATES FOR SMALL BUSINESSES

Simple example

On 9 May 2017, the Treasury Laws Amendment (Enterprise Tax
Plan) Bill 2016 was passed through the House of Representatives
for a second time after various changes requested by the Senate in
March 2017. This date is considered to be ‘substantive enactment’
for the purpose of determining current and deferred taxes under
AASB 112 Income Taxes.

During the current financial year, Company A purchased
Company B’s business, including all of its operations, stores and
brand names which it intends to use. This transaction meets
the definition of a business combination under AASB 3 Business
Combinations.

This Bill reduces the company tax rate to 27.5% for smaller
companies carrying on a business where no more than 80%
of assessable income is from passive income, and aggregate
turnover* does not exceed:
XX $10 million for the income tax year ending 30 June 2017
XX $25 million for the income tax year ending 30 June 2018
XX $50 million for the income tax year ending 30 June 2019.
*Aggregate turnover includes turnover of connected entities (including parent
companies, subsidiary companies and sister subsidiary companies)

In order to establish the applicable tax rate, entities with 31
December 2017 reporting dates will need to establish which tax
year their substituted accounting period relates to. For example,
a small company with aggregate turnover of $20 million for the
31 December 2017 financial year with a substituted accounting
period in lieu of 30 June 2018 will apply the lower 27.5% tax rate
in its December 2017 financial statements.
It should be noted, however, that the recent issue of the Treasury
Laws Amendment (Enterprise Tax Plan Base Rate Entities) Bill 2017
proposes to clarify that for 30 June 2018 tax years and beyond,
the lower tax rate will only apply if no more than 80% of the
entity’s assessable income is from passive income (passive
income test). At time of writing, this amendment had not been
substantively enacted, therefore in the above example, the
passive income test need only be considered in assessing whether
an entity is eligible for the reduced 27.5% tax rate at 31 December
2017 if the change is substantively enacted by 31 December
2017.
AASB 112 requires a reduction in the corporate tax rate to impact
the measurement of current tax in the year in which the new rate
becomes effective. However, deferred tax assets and liabilities are
measured at tax rates expected to apply in the period when the
asset is realised, or the liability is settled.
Please refer to our Accounting News article (May 2017) for more
information.
CALCULATION OF DEFERRED TAX ON AN INDEFINITE LIFE
INTANGIBLE ASSET
At its November 2016 meeting, the IFRS Interpretations
Committee clarified, for the purpose of calculating deferred tax,
how an entity should determine the expected manner of recovery
of an intangible asset that has an indefinite useful life. Diversity
exists in practice on how entities account for this deferred tax
liability (DTL).
As part of the Committee’s analysis of this issue, it noted that
the existing guidance in IFRS is clear that the deferred tax on an
intangible asset with an indefinite life should be calculated based
on how the entity expects to recover the asset, i.e. either through
use or through sale.

As part of the purchase price allocation, brand names are assigned
a fair value of $500 million.
The carrying amount of the brand name in the books of Company
B (acquiree) is NIL.
The tax base of the brand name is NIL if used, and $500 million if
sold.
The brand names are considered to have an indefinite life under
AASB 138 Intangible Assets.
Company A has a 31 December 2017 year end.
Company A should recognise a DTL for the brand name because
there is no exemption in AASB 112 Income Taxes for recognising
DTLs that arise from assessable temporary differences on a
business combination. If Company A had not recognised the DTL
for the brand name to be recovered through use, then the journal
entry to record the deferred tax liability would be (assuming
goodwill is not impaired):
Dr Goodwill $150 million
Cr Deferred tax liability

$150 million

30% of ($500 million less NIL tax base)
However, if Company A intended to hold the business short term,
and then sell the business and brand name, it should instead
recognise the DTL using the tax base on sale of the asset. The tax
base of the brand name will then be $500 million and therefore
no deferred tax liability will be recognised.
RECOGNISING DEFERRED TAX ASSETS FOR UNREALISED
LOSSES
The fair value of a fixed rate debt instrument classified as
‘available-for-sale’ and measured at fair value can drop below
its tax base if there is an increase in market interest rates. Many
holders of such instruments do not currently recognise a deferred
tax asset (DTA) for the deductible temporary difference on the
basis that the investment is being held to its maturity, and
therefore no loss will be realised. Even though the investment
in the fixed rate instrument is not deemed to be impaired,
AASB 2016-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards –
Recognition of Deferred Tax Assets for Unrealised Losses clarifies
that if all other criteria for recognising DTAs have been met (i.e.
probable), a DTA is recognised for the deductible temporary
difference.
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AASB 2016-1 also clarifies the following with respect to recognising DTAs:
XX Deductible temporary differences must be compared to taxable profits of the same type (e.g. capital or revenue profits) to determine
whether there is sufficient taxable profit against which the deductible temporary differences can be utilised
XX To avoid ‘double dipping’, when comparing deductible temporary differences against the amount of future taxable profits, the
calculation of future taxable profits must exclude tax deductions resulting from the reversal of those deductible temporary
differences
XX The estimate of future taxable profits can include recovery of certain assets at amounts more than their carrying amount if there is
enough evidence that it is probable that the entity will recover the asset for more than its carrying amount. Examples would include:
• Property measured using cost model for which an external valuation has been conducted
• Fixed rate debt instruments held to maturity.
MORE CASH FLOW STATEMENT DISCLOSURES
AASB 2016-2 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Disclosure Initiative: Amendments to AASB 107 introduces new disclosures
about changes in financial liabilities arising from cash flow and non-cash flow items. Your December 2017 financial statements will need
to disclose a reconciliation of:
XX Cash and non-cash movements in liabilities arising from financing activities
XX Movements in financial assets used to hedge liabilities arising from financing activities (e.g. interest rate swaps used to hedge variable
rate borrowings).
Example disclosures
Non-cash changes
2016

Cash flows

Acquisition

Foreign
exchange
movement

Fair value
changes

2017

$

$

$

$

$

$

Long-term borrowings

22,000

(1,000)

-

-

-

21,000

Short-term borrowings

10,000

(500)

-

200

-

9,700

Lease liabilities

4,000

(800)

300

-

-

3,500

Assets held to hedge long-term
borrowings

(675)

150

-

-

(25)

(550)

DECLUTTERING
The amendments to AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements facilitate the ‘decluttering’ of financial statement disclosures applied
to your December 2016 financial reports. However, to date we note only limited uptake of the recommendations among our client base.
We strongly recommend clients to undertake this decluttering process. It will save time in future when producing the financial
statements and in the audit process, and will result in financial statements that are more useful to investors.
There are simple steps all entities can take to reduce the amount of clutter in financial statements. This four step process, the ‘4 Rs’, is
highlighted in the diagram below.

REMOVE

•
•
•
•
•

REORDER

• Move the accounting policies to the relevant note
• Move key accounting estimates and judgements to relevant note
• Move key information to the beginning of the financial statements.

RE-GROUP

• Group similar information within the same note
• Group related notes together
• Consider introducing sections to the financial statements.

RE-EMPHASISE

Remove unnecessary accounting policies
Tailor ‘boilerplate’ wording on accounting policies to suit client circumstances
Remove redundant disclosures
Remove any disclosures duplicated in multiple places
Make use of cross references.

• Highlight key changes in the financial statements
• Emphasise key information
• Consider use of non-technical language for certain disclosures.
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WHOLLY-OWNED ENTITY FINANCIAL REPORTING RELIEF (ASIC LEGISLATIVE
INSTRUMENT 2016/785)
Note that Class Order 98/1418 has been superseded by ASIC Legislative instrument
2016/785 for financial years ending on or after 1 January 2017. Wholly-owned
entities who are party to a deed of cross guarantee and therefore have relief from the
requirement to prepare, have audited and lodge financial statements with ASIC, will
therefore be subject to Legislative Instrument 2016/785 for December 2017 financial
statements.
Although the disclosure requirements of the Legislative Instrument in the financial
statements remain largely unchanged, you will need to update references in your
financial statements and directors’ declaration from CO 98/1418 to Legislative
Instrument 2016/785.
DON’T FORGET THE ‘TRIPLE THREAT’ ON THE HORIZON – THREE NEW
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS IN THE NEXT TWO YEARS
Given we are staring down the barrel of the biggest change to Australian Accounting
Standards since first applying International Financial Reporting Standards in 2005, we
should not be complacent. Transition date for the new revenue standard, AASB 15
Revenue from Contracts with Customers, and AASB 9 Financial Instruments, is 1 January
2018. This is around the corner. To follow shortly thereafter is the new leases standard,
AASB 16 Leases from 1 January 2019, and you may find it more convenient early adopting
AASB 16 so that only one set of transition disclosures is presented next year.
Because many aspects of these standards require system changes from 1 January
2018, the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) continue to
espouse the view that by now, entities should be able to quantify the impacts of these
three standards, and should be disclosing these impacts for December 2017 financial
statements (refer MR 17-423).
Not-for-profit entities (NFPs)
While the new financial instruments standard also applies to NFPs from 1 January 2018,
it should be noted that the new revenue and leases standards only apply to NFPs from 1
January 2019. In particular, the application date for the revenue standard, AASB 15, was
deferred to align with the 1 January 2019 effective date for the new income recognition
standard for not-for-profit entities, AASB 1058 Income of Not-for-Profit Entities.
UNCERTAIN TAX POSITIONS
The recent release of Interpretation 23 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments could
also have a significant impact on taxes recognised in your 2019 financial statements,
particularly for entities with transfer pricing issues.
Next financial year will see you calculate your current tax liability and deferred tax
balances as if the tax authorities were going to perform a tax audit, and the tax
authorities knew all the facts and circumstances about your entity’s tax position.
HALF YEARS
For listed entities reporting half-year results at 31 December 2017, there are no new
standards that will impact your interim financial report for the first time.
NOT-FOR-PROFIT ENTITIES (NFPS)
There are some changes to disclosures required by public sector NFPs (Federal, State and
local governments, universities, etc.) reporting at December 2017, including:
XX More disclosure about related party information, but
XX For property, plant and equipment for which the future economic benefits are not
primarily dependent on the asset’s ability to generate net cash flows, fewer disclosures
quantifying inputs to level 3 fair value calculations.
NEED HELP?
If you require any assistance implementing any changes to your December 2017 financial
statements, or any of the upcoming ‘triple threat’ new standards, please contact your
engagement partner or a member of our BDO IFRS Advisory team.
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ASIC CALLS ON
PREPARERS TO FOCUS
ON FINANCIAL REPORT
QUALITY AND NEW
REQUIREMENTS
(FOCUS AREAS FOR
31 DECEMBER 2017
FINANCIAL REPORTS)
On 8 December 2017, the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (ASIC) issued Media Release MR 17-423 which:
XX Outlines its focus areas for 31 December 2017 financial reports
of listed entities and other entities of public interest with many
stakeholders (including certain proprietary companies and
unlisted public companies), and
XX Calls on preparers to focus on providing useful and meaningful
information in financial reports, including addressing the
impact of major new accounting standards.
ASIC notes that surprisingly few companies have to date made
disclosures quantifying the impacts of the new revenue and
financial instruments standards, indicating that some companies
need to give urgent attention to the impact of these standards on
systems, processes and the business.
‘As with previous reporting periods, directors and auditors
should focus on values of assets and accounting policy choices.
ASIC continues to see companies use unrealistic assumptions in
testing the value of assets or applying inappropriate approaches
in areas such as revenue recognition.’
ASIC Commissioner, John Price
Besides the focus areas which are similar to the past few years, key
points made in the media release are highlighted below.
ROLE OF DIRECTORS
Following on from previous releases, ASIC remind directors that
they are primarily responsible for the quality of the financial
report, including ensuring that:
XX Management produces quality financial information
XX Companies have appropriate processes and records to support
information in the financial report rather than simply relying on
their auditor, and
XX Companies apply appropriate experience and expertise for
the more complex accounting areas that involve estimates,
application of accounting policies and taxation.
The message is that management should not rely on their auditor
to produce support for amounts in the financial report (e.g.
annual impairment testing models) when this is management’s
responsibility. Management should prepare information
supporting financial report amounts on a timely basis, and this

information should include sufficient documentation and analysis
of the assumptions used in the models to enable the independent
auditor to perform an independent audit.
NEW ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ON REVENUE,
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS, LEASES AND INSURANCE
CONTRACTS
New accounting standards, AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with
Customers, AASB 9 Financial Instruments, AASB 16 Leases and
AASB 17 Insurance Contracts are likely to have the greatest impact
on financial reporting since the adoption of International Financial
Reporting Standards in 2005.
The media release notes that directors and management need
to plan for these new standards and inform investors and other
financial report users of the impact of these new standards on
reported results and any business impacts, including the need
to implement new systems and processes.
Regarding AASB 15 and AASB 9, the media release notes that
disclosing the impact on reported results at transition date may
well mean quantifying the impacts as follows:
XX Full retrospective method adopted - 1 January 2017 balance
sheet and 31 December 2017 profit or loss and balance sheet
XX Modified retrospective method adopted – 31 December 2017
balance sheet.
Similarly, the transition date (‘going live’ date) for AASB 16 full
retrospective restatement to the balance sheet is also 1 January
2018. By the time companies release their 31 December 2017
results, these transition dates will have passed, which means
ASIC expects companies to be able to quantify the impacts as
required by AASB 108, paragraph 30. For more information, refer
to Accounting News article Count down to adopting AASB 9, 15 &
16 – Time is running out.
OPERATING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW (OFR)
Expanding on a similar message in its May 2017 media release,
listed companies should continue to disclose information on
risks and matters that may have a material impact on the future
financial position or performance of the entity, such as digital
disruption, new technologies, climate change, Brexit or cybersecurity. More guidance on OFR reporting is contained in ASIC
Regulatory Guide 247 Effective disclosure in an operating and
financial review.
Where information is not already required in the OFR, directors
may also consider whether it would be worthwhile disclosing
additional information relevant under integrated financial
reporting or sustainability reporting.
ENHANCED AUDIT REPORTS FOR LISTED ENTITIES (KAMS)
The audit reports of listed entities now include ‘key audit matters’
(KAMs). KAMs are those areas that required significant attention
by the auditor in performing the audit.
The media release reminds preparers and directors that KAMs
usually relate to accounting estimates and significant accounting
policy choices that also require specific disclosure in the financial
statements, as well as business matters covered in the Operating
and Financial Review.
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It also reminds auditors to bear in mind the broad audience of
investors and users of the financial statements when describing
KAMs and their audit work in a clear and understandable manner.
KAMs disclosure should not be ‘boilerplate’ but rather specific to
the circumstances of the company.
MATERIAL DISCLOSURES
In line with the ‘decluttering’ changes discussed above, ASIC will
focus on material disclosures such as assumptions supporting
accounting estimates and significant accounting policy choices.
It will not pursue immaterial disclosures that add unnecessary
clutter to financial reports.
The media release also notes that companies should make an
effort to communicate information more clearly in financial
reports.
CLIENT MONIES
Client monies held by Australian financial services licensees
must be held in separate, designated trust bank accounts, and
only applied in accordance with client instructions and the
requirements of the Corporations Act. The media release also
emphasises to auditors the importance of audit testing to ensure:
XX Assets and liabilities are not materially misstated
XX Monies are dealt with appropriately
XX Breaches are reported to ASIC (refer Regulatory Guide 34
Auditors obligations: Reporting to ASIC).
PROPRIETARY COMPANIES
While ASIC’s financial reporting surveillance programme generally
focuses on financial reports of listed entities, ASIC notes that
it also reviews financial reports of private and unlisted public
companies based on complaints and other intelligence.
The media release also reminds private and unlisted companies
of their responsibility to lodge their financial statements with
ASIC if required to do so under the Corporations Act 2001. In this
regard, ASIC has recently written to more than 1,000 proprietary
companies that appeared to be large which had not lodged
financial reports.

FOCUS AREAS
ASIC still has the seven focus areas that directors, preparers and
auditors of financial statements should be aware of. These are
generally the same as noted in recent releases over the last couple
of years and include:
XX Impairment testing and asset values
XX Revenue recognition
XX Expense deferral
XX Off-balance sheet arrangements
XX Tax accounting
XX Disclosure of key estimates and accounting policy judgements
XX Disclosure of the impact of new accounting standards.
Our June 2016 Accounting News includes details of ASIC’s
comments on each of these focus areas. In this latest media
release, ASIC also stresses that:
1. When testing impairment, both corporate costs and corporate
assets should be allocated to a CGU on an appropriate basis
where it is reasonable to allocate them
2. Appropriate fair values must be used when testing exploration
and evaluation assets during the exploration and evaluation
phase
3. When considering asset values in the extractive industries,
entities should focus on the adequacy of treatment of any
liabilities required for mine restoration and closure costs
4. In addition to the risk of digital disruption, asset values may
also be impacted by technological changes, climate change,
Brexit or cybersecurity.
RESOURCES FOR DIRECTORS
ASIC has compiled the following Information Sheets to assist
directors:
XX With their general financial reporting obligations (Information
Sheet 183 Directors and financial reporting)
XX When considering whether non-financial assets shown in the
financial statements are impaired and reviewing impairment
models and calculations (Information Sheet 203 Impairment of
non-financial assets: Materials for directors).
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COUNT DOWN TO ADOPTING AASB
9, 15 & 16 – TIME IS RUNNING OUT
The effective date for AASB 9 & 15 is fast approaching and transition date has already passed for
entities with December, March and June year ends.
AASB 9 & 15 KEY DATES FOR ASX LISTED ENTITIES (AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2017)
TRANSITIONAL IMPACTS

DEC YEAR ENDS

MARCH YEAR ENDS JUNE YEAR ENDS

Transition date – full transition

1 Jan 2017
-12 months

1 Apr 2017
-9 months

1 Jul 2017
-6 month

Transition date – partial transition

1 Jan 2018
0 months

1 Apr 2018
3 months

1 Jul 2018
6 months

First reporting date: Half-year reporting

30 Jun 2018
6 months

30 Sep 2018
9 months

31 Dec 2018
12 months

Deadline for submitting half-year report

31 Aug 2018
8 months

30 Nov 2018
11 months

28 Feb 2019
14 months

First full financial year

31 Dec 2018
12 months

31 Mar 2019
15 months

30 Jun 2019
18 months

Deadline for submitting preliminary full
year report

28 Feb 2019
14 months

31 May 2019
17 months

31 Aug 2019
23 months

Deadline for submitting full year
financial report

31 Mar 2019
15 months

30 Jun 2019
18 months

30 Sep 2019
21 months

≤12 months

>12 months and
≤24 months

We caution anyone contemplating delaying AASB 15 transition to the last moment by utilising
the partial retrospective method. This route comes with one major draw-back. In order to give
users comparative information, in the year of adoption, those entities electing to apply the partial
retrospective method will have to maintain two sets of books:
XX One applying AASB 15
XX One continuing to apply AASB 118 Revenue and AASB 111 Construction Contracts.
By 31 August 2018, all listed Australian entities with December year ends should have lodged their halfyear financial reports, which include applying AASB 9 and AASB 15. This is only eight months away.
AASB 9 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
AASB 9 significantly changes the financial reporting landscape for how entities account for financial
instruments.
Entities will need to determine which of the four AASB 9 categories their financial assets belong to.
In a number of instances, the use of amortised cost will be restricted, resulting in both difficulties in
measuring an asset’s fair value, and increased earnings volatility.
Financial assets (including trade receivables, intercompany loans, other investments etc.) will also
be subject to a new ‘expected loss’ impairment model, which means entities could be recognising
impairment losses earlier than under AASB 139. This will likely result in additional losses being
recognised on transition, with a positive impact on post adoption reported earnings.
New hedging rules also make it easier for many entities to qualify for hedge accounting, reducing
volatility in profit or loss movements from period to period. The relaxed rules could well see entities
revisiting their treasury policies.
The challenges of implementing this standard should not be underestimated. One area of complexity
is collating historical and forward-looking data for determining expected losses under the new
impairment model, particularly in respect of intercompany loans and loans to associates. Another
area is documenting hedge relationships. Even though the effectiveness testing requirements are less
onerous, entities wishing to apply hedge accounting will need to set up processes and systems to meet
the documentation requirements for hedge accounting.
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The new hedging rules also mean entities may start to issue more exotic hedging products such as
swaptions, zero cost collars, etc. This in turn will lead to increased complexity.
AASB 15 REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS WITH CUSTOMERS
The challenge of adopting AASB 15 cannot be underestimated. The standard will change the pattern
of revenue recognition for most entities. In a significant number of cases, adoption of AASB 15 will
result in the recognition of revenue in a pattern that does not correspond to the amount invoiced to
the customer.
Changes to processes and systems may be required so that the accounting system can recognise
revenue in accordance with AASB 15 rather than when invoiced to the customer.
The introduction and ongoing compliance with AASB 15 requires coordination between an entity’s
sales team, the accounting team and those responsible for business systems and processes, requiring
detailed analysis of sales contracts and any modifications to those contracts.
AASB 16 LEASES
The mandatory adoption of AASB 16 is one year later than AASB 9 and 15. However, entities should
consider whether to early adopt the standard and have one ‘big bang’ in 2018 to provide a stable
reporting platform going forward.
The accounting headlines of applying AASB 16 are:
XX There is no such thing as rental expense
XX All leases come on balance sheet
XX An entity’s net current assets will decrease
XX An entity’s EBITDA will improve.
Again, the implementation challenges should not be underestimated. One area of complexity is
determining which contracts contain leases, as the requirements are pervasive and require a review of
service contracts to see if they contain assets that are within the scope of AASB 16.
For contracts that contain leases, companies are required to set up a right-of-use asset register and
calculate the lease liability for each leased asset. Systems and processes are required to calculate
asset amortisation and the finance costs arising from leased assets.
AASB 16 KEY DATES FOR ASX LISTED ENTITIES (AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2017)
TRANSITIONAL IMPACTS

DEC YEAR ENDS

MARCH YEAR ENDS JUNE YEAR ENDS

Transition date – full transition

1 Jan 2018
0 months

1 Apr 2018
3 months

1 Jul 2018
6 months

Transition date – partial transition

1 Jan 2019
12 months

1 Apr 2019
15 months

1 Jul 2019
18 months

First reporting date: Half-year reporting

30 Jun 2019
18 months

30 Sep 2019
21 months

31 Dec 2019
24 months

Deadline for submitting half-year report

31 Aug 2019
20 months

30 Nov 2019
23 months

28 Feb 2020
26 months

First full financial year

31 Dec 2019
24 months

31 Mar 2020
27 months

30 Jun 2020
30 months

Deadline for submitting preliminary full
year report

28 Feb 2020
26 months

31 May 2020
29 months

31 Aug 2020
32 months

Deadline for submitting full year
financial report

31 Mar 2020
27 months

30 Jun 2020
30 months

30 Sep 2020
33 months

≤12 months

>12 months and
≤24 months

>24 months

IF YOU REQUIRE ASSISTANCE
If you require assistance transitioning to AASB 9, 15 and 16, please contact your engagement partner
or BDO IFRS Advisory Services.
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SIGNIFICANT GLOBAL
ENTITIES – DO YOU
QUALIFY FOR RELIEF
WHEN SUBMITTING
YOUR FIRST GENERAL
PURPOSE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS WITH ATO?
Australian SGEs are now scratching their heads trying to
determine what needs to be submitted to the ATO and when.
BACKGROUND
Australian entities are a ‘significant global entity’ (SGE)
where they are part of an accounting group with a worldwide
consolidated revenue of A$1 billion or more. For income tax years
starting 1 July 2016, SGEs will for the first time lodge general
purpose financial statements (GPFS) with the Australian Tax
Office (ATO). You will only be impacted by these changes if you
are a SGE and currently do not lodge GPFS with the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) to meet your
Corporations Act reporting requirements.
Australian SGEs are now trying to work out what needs to be
submitted to the ATO and when. Professional advisors are hard at
work trying to understand the ATO guidance and how it applies to
companies’ particular circumstances.
In summary, the GPFS:
XX May be prepared applying reduced disclosures (RDR)
XX Must be prepared applying Australian Accounting Standards,
or in some limited cases, commercially accepted accounting
principles (CAAP)
XX Are not required to be audited, however the ATO recommends
that, in order to demonstrate compliance with the relevant
accounting standards, audit will achieve best practice. We
recommend that the best way to demonstrate compliance to
the ATO is through an audit.
Please refer to our Accounting News article (October 2017) for
more information.
ARE YOU READY TO PREPARE GPFS?
Entities already lodging GPFS with ASIC will not be affected by
these changes.
A large number of SGEs will be affected, either because they
currently only lodge special purpose financial statements (SPFS)
with ASIC, or don’t lodge anything at all. These include the
following types of entities:
a) Small foreign controlled proprietary companies not reporting
to ASIC because they apply the relief available in ASIC
Legislative Instrument 2017/204

b) ‘Grandfathered’ large proprietary companies preparing, but not
lodging financial reports with ASIC (these are usually special
purpose)
c) Entities lodging special purpose financial statements with ASIC,
and
d) Corporate limited partnerships and trusts which currently have
no financial reporting responsibilities.
Entities noted in (d) above are permitted to submit GPFS in
accordance with CAAP (e.g. IFRS/US GAAP or other accounting
standards determined on a case-by-case basis) so these may be
able to submit their global
Companies noted in (a) to (c) above must prepare GPFS in
accordance with Australian Accounting Standards. This is likely
to be a big task for entities that currently do not prepare any
financial statements, or those preparing SPFS that do not comply
with all the measurement and recognition requirements of
Australian Accounting Standards.
Transitional relief from having to comply with all Australian
Accounting Standards is available to most of the affected entities
for income tax years starting between 1 July 2016 and 30 June
2017. It would therefore provide qualifying entities with muchneeded time to develop adequate systems to produce GPFS.
IS ANY RELIEF AVAILABLE IN THE FIRST YEAR?
The ATO indicated in its 28 September 2017 guidance that it
recognises some entities may experience difficulties preparing
GPFS in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards in
such a short time frame if they have not done so before, and
may encounter unexpected additional costs for systems changes
required to facilitate preparation of GPFS. These entities therefore
run the risk of incurring administrative penalties for not meeting
these requirements (which can be up to AUD 525,000). The ATO
will therefore provide a transitional administrative approach to
ease this burden for some affected entities.
WHAT IS THE TRANSITIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE
APPROACH?
Relief is only available to entities if they:
XX Are required to prepare GPFS in accordance with Australian
Accounting Standards (as indicated in (a) to (c) above)
XX Choose not to submit a GPFS at the Australian group level, and
XX Instead satisfy the s3CA requirement of the Taxation
Administration Act 1953 by lodging consolidated financial
statements that include the Australian SGEs.
For the entities meeting the above criteria, the ATO will not
review whether the accounts submitted comply with the
Australian Accounting Standards, as long as they comply with the
CAAP of another country.
The relief applies only to the first year that s3CA requires an
SGE to lodge a GPFS with the ATO, i.e. for income years beginning
1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN IN PRACTICE?
Australian entities that ordinarily would be required to prepare
GPFS applying Australian Accounting Standards can submit their
global parent group financial statements prepared under CAAP.
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Example 1: Single Australian SGE
USA PARENT

AUSTRALIAN SUB
Pty Limited (small PTY)
Australian Sub Pty Limited is a small foreign controlled proprietary
company and therefore has financial reporting responsibilities
to ASIC under s292(b) of the Corporations Act 2001 because it
is not included in any consolidated financial statements lodged
with ASIC. However, because it is not part of a large Australian
group, it applies ASIC Corporations (Foreign Controlled Company
Reports) Instrument 2017/204 and is therefore exempt from
preparing and lodging its financial statements with ASIC.
The ATO Guidance issued 28 September 2017 clarifies that
entities with financial reporting responsibilities under Part 2M of
the Corporations Act 2001 will need to prepare the GPFS applying
Australian Accounting Standards.
This would be a difficult task for Australian Sub Pty Limited as it
has never lodged financial statements with ASIC before. Under
the ATO’s transitional administrative approach, Australian Sub Pty
Limited can submit the consolidated financial statements of USA
Parent to the ATO in this first year, but after that, it will need to
lodge its own GPFS statements applying Australian Accounting
Standards.
Note:
It should not be assumed under this transitional administrative
approach that the ATO will accept global group financial
statements from any country.
The global parent consolidated financial statements can
only be submitted if they are prepared under ‘commercially
accepted accounting principles’ (CAAP). Other than Australian
Accounting Standards, IFRS and US GAAP, whether the
accounting standards of other countries is considered CAAP
needs to be determined on a case-by-case basis, and may
include, amongst other things, considering whether accounting
principles applied ensure financial statements that give a ‘true
and fair’ view.
Example 2: Australian SGE group
USA PARENT

Australian Parent Pty Limited is a large proprietary company and
lodges SPFS with ASIC (no consolidation). Australian Sub Pty
Limited is a small foreign controlled proprietary company but is
not exempt from lodging financial statements with ASIC because:
XX It is not consolidated by Australian Parent Pty Limited, and
XX It is part of a large Australian group.
It therefore also lodges SPFS with ASIC.
As noted in the ATO Guidance issued 28 September 2017, entities
with financial reporting responsibilities under Part 2M of the
Corporations Act 2001 are to prepare the GPFS applying Australian
Accounting Standards. This means that a consolidation is required
for the Australian group unless it is exempt from preparing a
consolidation under AASB 10 Consolidated Financial Statements,
paragraphs 4 and Aus 4.2).
An entity that is a parent shall present consolidated financial
statements. This Standard applies to all entities, except as
follows:
(a) A parent need not present consolidated financial statements
if it meets all the following conditions:
I. It is a wholly-owned subsidiary or is a partially-owned
subsidiary of another entity and all its other owners,
including those not otherwise entitled to vote, have been
informed about, and do not object to, the parent not
presenting consolidated financial statements
II. Its debt or equity instruments are not traded in a public
market (a domestic or foreign stock exchange or an overthe-counter market, including local and regional markets)
III. It did not file, nor is it in the process of filing, its financial
statements with a securities commission or other
regulatory organisation for the purpose of issuing any
class of instruments in a public market
IV. Its ultimate or any intermediate parent produces
financial statements that are available for public use and
comply with IFRSs, in which subsidiaries are consolidated
or are measured at fair value through profit or loss in
accordance with this Standard.
Extract of AASB 10, paragraph 4
Notwithstanding paragraphs 4(a) and Aus4.1, the ultimate
Australian parent shall present consolidated financial
statements that consolidate its investments in subsidiaries in
accordance with this Standard when either the parent or the
group is a reporting entity or both the parent and the group
are reporting entities, except if the ultimate Australian parent
is required, in accordance with paragraph 31 of this Standard,
to measure all of its subsidiaries at fair value through profit or
loss.
AASB 10, paragraph Aus 4.2

AUSTRALIAN PARENT PTY LIMITED
(large Pty Limited)

AUSTRALIAN SUB PTY LIMITED
(small PTY Limited)

As USA parent prepares consolidated financials under US GAAP
(and not IFRS), Australian Parent Pty Limited is NOT EXEMPT from
preparing a consolidation under Australian Accounting Standards.
Again, this could be a huge first-time endeavour and involve
significant cost and effort. Both Australian SGEs in this example
can therefore utilise the transitional approach in the first year and
instead submit USA Parent global financial statements (that include
the entities in question), prepared under US GAAP, with the ATO.
In subsequent years, however, a consolidation for Australian Parent
Pty Limited applying Australian Accounting Standards is required.
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LODGMENT EXTENSION FOR 30 JUNE 2017 INCOME TAX YEARS
In another olive branch extended by the ATO, for income tax years ended 30 June 2017 only, entities will have until 31 March 2018 to
lodge GPFS.
MORE INFORMATION
If you require more information on the financial reporting requirements for SGEs, please contact your local engagement partner or a
member of the IFRS Advisory team. For administrative queries please refer to your Transfer Pricing advisers.

CHANGES TO FINANCIAL
REPORTING FOR ACT
ASSOCIATIONS
In June 2017, the Associations Incorporation Act 1991 (Act)
was amended to remove the duplicated financial reporting
requirements for ACT incorporated associations registered
with the Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission
(ACNC). Up to now, the ACNC has provided transitional relief to
incorporated associations and accepted the financial information
submitted to the various state regulators. In many cases, this has
resulted in associations lodging minimal financial information,
and less than what would be required if it were reporting under
the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012
(ACNC Act).
WHAT ARE THE CHANGES?
From 1 July 2017, ACNC-registered associations incorporated
in the Australian Capital Territory will only submit financial
information (Annual Information Statement and financial
statements) to the ACNC. These will no longer be submitted to
Access Canberra.
The implication of this is that the minimal income statement and
balance sheet required for ACT incorporations will need to be
‘stepped up’ to meet the requirements of the ACNC Act, including
preparing either general purpose financial statements in full or
with reduced disclosures, or if preparing special purpose financial
statements, complying with, as a minimum, with the following
accounting standards, including comparatives:
XX AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements
XX AASB 107 Statement of Cash Flows
XX AASB 108 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates
and Errors
XX AASB 1048 Interpretation of Standards
XX AASB 1054 Australian Additional Disclosures.
Applying the above standards means that accrual accounting will
be applied.
WHEN ARE THE CHANGES EFFECTIVE?
1 July 2017 is a ‘drop dead’ date, meaning that from that date
onwards, financial information is submitted to the ACNC rather
than access Canberra.
Example:
ABC Association has $2 million and is therefore classified as ‘large’
and must lodge audited financial statements with the ACNC
within six months of the end of its reporting period.

Year end is 30 June 2017.
ABC’s financial statements for its 2016-2017 year (i.e. ended 30
June 2017) will be lodged with the ACNC only, and not Access
Canberra.
DO WE STILL NEED TO HOLD AN AGM?
The ACNC Act does not require ACNC-registered charities to hold
an annual general meeting. However, s69 of the Associations
Incorporations Act 1991 still requires ACT incorporated
associations to hold an AGM within five months of the end of
the reporting period. Although the deadline for reporting to
the ACNC is six months after the end of the reporting period,
ACNC registered associations will likely complete their financial
reporting within five months so as to make these available for
discussion at the AGM.
WHAT IF MY INCORPORATED ASSOCIATION DOES
NOT MEET THE REPORTING THRESHOLDS UNDER
THE AUSTRALIAN CHARITIES AND NOT-FOR-PROFITS
COMMISSION ACT 2012?
‘Small’ associations with revenue less than $250,000 are
not required to lodge audited financial statements with the
ACNC. Instead, only an Annual Information Statement is to be
lodged with the ACNC, which includes only minimal financial
information. However, ‘medium’ associations with revenue less
than $1 million must have their financial statements reviewed by
a registered company auditor.
IS THERE ANY TRANSITIONAL RELIEF?
Because the financial reporting requirements contained in the
ACNC Act are more onerous than the current requirements for
ACT associations, the ACNC will provide transitional relief for ACT
associations reporting to the ACNC for the first time.
The transitional relief provided by the ACNC for ACT associations
preparing special purpose financial statements is included in the
table below.
PERIOD

WHAT TO LODGE WITH ACNC?

Ending 30 June 2017
(or any later period
approved by the ACNC
Commissioner)

Same report that previously met ACT
requirements

Ending 30 June 2018
(or any later period
approved by the ACNC
Commissioner)

Comply with AASB 101, 107, 108, 148
and 1054

2019 reporting period
and beyond

Comply with AASB 101, 107, 108, 148
and 1054

No comparatives but explain why
(refer to ACNC’s example disclosure
why comparatives not included)

Comparatives required
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NEW BDO RESOURCES &
PUBLICATIONS
AUSTRALIAN RESOURCES
The IFRS Advisory section of our website includes training materials on IFRS and other financial
reporting issues including the following webinars (one hour video recorded presentations presented
live on a monthly basis).
Recent webinars include:
MONTH

TOPIC

December 2017

The New AASB 9 Financial Instruments - Hedging Requirements (to be screened
20 December 2017)

November 2017

Financial Reporting Update – Getting Ready for 31 December 2017

October 2017

The New AASB 16 – Recognition and Measurement

September 2017

The New AASB 16 – Identifying a Lease and Determining the Lease term

August 2017

The New AASB 15 – Determining and Allocating the Transaction Price to the
Performance Obligations

July 2017

The New AASB 15 – Identifying the Contract and the Separate Performance
Obligations in the Contract

June 2017

Overview of the New IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers

May 2017

Financial Reporting Update – Getting ready for 30 June 2017

April 2017

The new AASB 9 Financial Instruments – Impairment requirements

March 2017

The New AASB 9 Financial Instruments – Classification and Measurement
Requirements

March 2017

The New AASB 1058 Income of Not-for-Profit Entities

February 2017

Overview of the New AASB 16 Leases

Please register for our webinars in 2018.
BDO GLOBAL RESOURCES
The Audit section of our website includes a range of publications on IFRS issues. Look for the ‘Global
IFRS Resources’ link which includes resources such as:
XX IFRS at a Glance – ‘one page’ and short summaries of all IFRS standards
XX Need to Knows – updates on major IASB projects and highlights practical implications of
forthcoming changes to accounting standards. Recent Need to Knows include IFRS 15 Revenue
from Contracts with Customers - IFRS v US GAAP Differences (Dec 2016), IFRS 16 Leases (July
2016), IFRS 9 (2014) Financial Instruments – Classification and Measurement (April 2015), IFRS 9
Financial Instruments - Impairment of Financial Assets (Dec 2014), IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts
with Customers (Aug 2014) and Hedge Accounting (IFRS 9 Financial Instruments) (Jan 2014).
IFRS in Practice – practical information about the application of key aspects of IFRS, including
industry specific guidance. Recent IFRS in Practice include IFRS 16 Leases (March 2017), IFRS 15
Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Dec 2016), IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers
- Transition (July 2016), IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements (Feb 2016), IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (Oct
2015), IAS 7 Statement of Cash Flows (May 2014), Distinguishing between a business combination
and an asset purchase in the extractives industry (March 2014), IAS 36 Impairment of Assets (Dec
2013) and Common Errors in Financial Statements – Share-based Payment (Dec 2013)
XX Comment letters on IFRS standard setting - includes BDO comments on various projects of
international standard setters, including Exposure Drafts and other Discussion Papers, when it is
considered that the issue is significant to the BDO network and its clients. Latest comment letters
include IASB ED 2017 04 Property, Plant and Equipment – Proceeds Before Intended Use, IASB ED
2017 02 Improvements to IFRS 8 Operating Segments, IASB ED 2016-01 Definition of a Business and
Accounting for Previously Held Interestes - Proposed amendments to IFRS 3 and IFRS 11, IASB ED
2015-3 Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, IASB ED 2015-5 Proposed amendments to
IAS 19 and IFRIC 14 and IASB ED 2015-1 Classification of Liabilities.

XX
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

COMMENTS SOUGHT ON
EXPOSURE DRAFTS

ADELAIDE
PAUL GOSNOLD
Tel +61 8 7324 6049
paul.gosnold@bdo.com.au

At BDO, we provide comments locally to the Australian Accounting Standards Board
(AASB) and internationally to the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).
We welcome any client comments on exposure drafts that are currently available for
comment. If you would like to provide any comments please contact Aletta Boshoff at
aletta.boshoff@bdo.com.au.
DOCUMENT

PROPOSALS

ED281 Accounting
Policies and
Accounting
Estimates

Proposes amendments to AASB
108 Accounting Policies, Changes
in Accounting Estimates and Errors
to clarify the difference between a
change in accounting policy and a
change in accounting estimate.

Proposed
amendments to
AASB 108

COMMENTS
COMMENTS
DUE TO AASB BY DUE TO IASB BY
17 November 2017 15 January 2018

ITC Draft Appendix
to the Tax
Transparency Code

DP Australianspecific Insurance
Issues – Regulatory
Disclosures and
Public Sector
Entities

The ITC is seeking comment on
17 January 2018
the AASB’s draft standard-setting
frameworks for for-profit and notfor-profit entities and in particular:
XX Whether the term ‘not-forprofit’ is helpful to understand
the nature of the entities in that
sector, and if not, what other
terms are considered is more
appropriate, and
XX If is there enough guidance about
which entities are for-profit
entities and not-for-profit entities.
For entities voluntarily adopting the 28 February 2018
Tax Transparency Code (TTC), the ITC
proposes a draft appendix to the TTC
which includes disclosure aiming to
increase the tax transparency of both
large and medium-sized businesses,
so as to enable users such as social
justice groups, media, analysts,
shareholders and the general public
to better understand the entity’s tax
position.
Public sector entities
28 February 2018
Proposes:
XX That the scope of AASB 17
Insurance Contracts be expanded
to ‘insurance-like’ arrangements
created by statute rather than
contractual arrangements, and
XX Additional guidance for
determining when an ‘insurancelike’ arrangement exists in
Appendix E to AASB 17.
Regulatory disclosures for the forprofit private sector
Seeking comment on whether certain
regulatory disclosures included
in AASB 1023 General Insurance
Contracts and AASB 1038 Life
Insurance Contracts should not be
carried forward into either AASB 17
or AASB 1054 Australian Additional
Disclosures.

TIM KENDALL
Tel +61 7 3237 5948
timothy.kendall@bdo.com.au
CAIRNS
GREG MITCHELL
Tel +61 7 4046 0044
greg.mitchell@bdo.com.au
DARWIN

Also clarifies that changing the cost
formula for measuring inventories
constitutes a change in accounting
policy.
ED 282 Definition of Proposes minor amendments to AASB 17 November 2017 15 January 2018
Material
101 and 108 to clarify the definition
of ‘material’ and align the wording
Proposed
with the definition in the Conceptual
amendments to
Framework for Financial Reporting and
AASB 101 and AASB the IASB Practice Statement Making
108
Materiality Judgements
ITC 37 The AASB’s
Standard-Setting
Frameworks for
For-Profit Entities
and Not-for-Profit
Entities

BRISBANE

N/A

CASMEL TAZIWA
Tel +61 8 8981 7066
casmel.taziwa@bdo.com.au
HOBART
DAVID PALMER
Tel +61 3 6324 2499
david.palmer@bdo.com.au
MELBOURNE
DAVID GARVEY
Tel: +61 3 9603 1732
david.garvey@bdo.com.au
NEW SOUTH WALES
GRANT SAXON
Tel: +61 2 9240 9976
grant.saxon@bdo.com.au
PERTH
PHILLIP MURDOCH
Tel +61 8 6382 4716
phillip.murdoch@bdo.com.au

N/A

N/A

This publication has been carefully prepared, but it has
been written in general terms and should be seen as broad
guidance only. The publication cannot be relied upon to
cover specific situations and you should not act, or refrain
from acting, upon the information contained therein without
obtaining specific professional advice. Please contact the
BDO member firms in Australia to discuss these matters in
the context of your particular circumstances. BDO Australia
Ltd and each BDO member firm in Australia, their partners
and/or directors, employees and agents do not accept or
assume any liability or duty of care for any loss arising from
any action taken or not taken by anyone in reliance on the
information in this publication or for any decision based on it.
BDO refers to one or more of the independent member
firms of BDO International Ltd, a UK company limited by
guarantee. Each BDO member firm in Australia is a separate
legal entity and has no liability for another entity’s acts and
omissions. Liability limited by a scheme approved under
Professional Standards Legislation other than for the acts or
omissions of financial services licensees.
BDO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of
the BDO member firms.
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